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Thrust into the savagery of the Civil War, a Chinese immigrant serving in the Union Army, a nurse doubling
as a spy for the North, and a one-armed Confederate cavalryman find their lives inextricably entwined.

Fleeing drought and famine in China, Johnny Tom arrives in America with dreams of becoming a citizen.
Having survived vigilantes hunting “yellow dogs” and slave auction- blocks, Johnny is kidnapped from his
Mississippi village by Confederate soldiers, taken from his wife and daughter, and forced to fight for the
South. Eventually defecting to the Union side, he is promised American citizenship in exchange for his loyal
services. But first Johnny must survive the butchery of battles and the cruelties inflicted on non-white
soldiers.

Desperate to find Johnny, his daughter, Era, is enlisted as a spy. She agrees to work as a nurse at Confederate
camps while scouting for the North. Amidst the unspeakable carnage of wounded soldiers, she finds solace
in Warren Petticomb, a cavalryman who lost an arm at Shiloh. As devastation mounts in both armies, Era
must choose where her loyalties lie—with her beloved father in the North, or with the man who passionately
sustains her in the South.

A novel of extraordinary scope that will stand as a defining work on the Chinese immigrant experience, The
Spy Lover is a paean to the transcendence of love and the resilience of the human spirit.
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From reader reviews:

James Cooper:

Book is usually written, printed, or outlined for everything. You can recognize everything you want by a
reserve. Book has a different type. As it is known to us that book is important matter to bring us around the
world. Beside that you can your reading ability was fluently. A reserve The Spy Lover will make you to
always be smarter. You can feel much more confidence if you can know about anything. But some of you
think that will open or reading the book make you bored. It's not make you fun. Why they are often thought
like that? Have you in search of best book or ideal book with you?

Deborah Browning:

This book untitled The Spy Lover to be one of several books that best seller in this year, this is because when
you read this publication you can get a lot of benefit on it. You will easily to buy this particular book in the
book retail outlet or you can order it by using online. The publisher of the book sells the e-book too. It makes
you quickly to read this book, because you can read this book in your Mobile phone. So there is no reason to
you personally to past this publication from your list.

William Holt:

It is possible to spend your free time to learn this book this book. This The Spy Lover is simple to develop
you can read it in the park your car, in the beach, train in addition to soon. If you did not have got much
space to bring typically the printed book, you can buy typically the e-book. It is make you much easier to
read it. You can save the actual book in your smart phone. So there are a lot of benefits that you will get
when you buy this book.

Ashley Johnson:

Reserve is one of source of information. We can add our information from it. Not only for students but
additionally native or citizen have to have book to know the revise information of year to year. As we know
those textbooks have many advantages. Beside most of us add our knowledge, may also bring us to around
the world. With the book The Spy Lover we can get more advantage. Don't someone to be creative people?
To get creative person must choose to read a book. Simply choose the best book that suited with your aim.
Don't be doubt to change your life at this book The Spy Lover. You can more attractive than now.
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